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ABSTRACT 

Fans that approach 90% total aerodynamic efficiency are 
feasible using advanced three-dimensional design features 
developed with the aid of computational fluid dynamics. In 
practice, however, many compromises have to be made in 
order to cost effectively manufacture the fan which limits the 
achievable efficiencies, increasing operational costs and raising 
the environmental impact. While the rotor blade is cast to 
accommodate complex aerodynamic profiles and the hub 
fixing; the stator vanes are generally fabricated. This leaves the 
designer with relatively few options when it comes to the 
design of the stator components. Two designs from Air Blow 
Fans, one primary and one secondary, featuring advanced 3D 
design of the rotor combined with advanced design of the 
stators and their more easily manufactured equivalents with 
simplified stators are compared in terms of performance and 
cost. The aim being to establish if and where these more 
advanced and costly designs might become viable alternatives 
to industry. 

1. INTRODUCTION

Air Blow Fans is currently developing a new family of fan 
designs for the ventilation market that will take advantage of a 
number of advanced aerodynamic design features to enable 
high efficiencies and hence lower operational cost. For the 
rotor blades this means that any features that can be cast, are 
feasible. This includes a twist distribution and bowing over a 
limited span of the blade to reduce corner stall on the suction 
side of the blade at the hub, boundary layer trips and 
tubercules to assist with maintaining flow attachment across a 
greater range of flow rates and back pressures as well as 
forward sweep to ease the loading on the blade puck. All of 
these physical features have to be tailored to allow for the 
blade family to fit a wide variety of casing diameters operating 
off the same hub and with variable setting angles. Very few of 
these features can however; be utilized on the fabricated stator 
components that follow downstream of the rotor blades, and 
yet these stators are, arguably, more critical to the performance 
of the fan than the rotor blades. Operating as they do in an 
adverse pressure gradient and with relatively low speed flows 
while being required to turn the flow through large angles at 
the hub in particular is a challenging expectation. 

This has led to the adoption of a tandem exit stator 
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arrangement at Air Blow Fans where the plate support vanes at 
the back of the barrel are utilized to provide turning and 
eliminate exit swirl while the aerofoil main stators are used to 
achieve a broader operating range but are less highly loaded 
leading to improved performance overall. 

In this paper we will examine the design of the stator in more 
detail and look at alternative means of reducing flow 
separation and gaining efficiency over a broader operating 
range in two designs. The first is a 2m primary fan with limited 
installation space in terms of length. In this case we will 
examine the effect of bowing in the stator which would lead to 
the need to either cast or machine the stators, but offer 
excellent performance with reductions in the fan length. The 
second is a case from the new range of secondary fans, in this 
case a 40" (1016mm) fan with tandem stators, where we will 
examine the effects of twist in the stators. A two-dimensional 
or untwisted stators is simple to manufacture but restricts the 
fan's efficient operational range while a three-dimensional, 
twisted stator can increase the useful operational range of a fan 
to setting angles exceeding 30° from the nominal. 

TION OR 
TRY FLOW 

FLOW 

SECONOAAY I.O!TEX 

Figure 1. The nature of flow in an axial compressor rotor passage 
(Lakshiminarayana, 1996) 

2. BOW AND TWIST

Various three-dimensional modifications to turbomachine 
blading have been intensely examined by the gas turbine 
community. The first of these is twist. It is hard to believe but 
prior to the early work on jet engines by Frank Whittle (Whittle, 
1955) no one had thought to twist the blade to accommodate 
for the variation in circumferential velocities with radius change. 
Whittle is not only the father of the modern jet engine but also 
the inventor of the well-known free vortex method of twisting 
blades that applies equally to both compressors (or fans) and 
turbines. 

In the world of turbines, it is common to adjust the localised 
twist of the blade in order to alter the work distribution 
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